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ABSTRACT 

A nearfield broadband adaptive beamforming approach 
based on the modal expansion of the solution to the spheri- 
cal wave equation is formulated. It provides an efficient pa- 
rameterization for the nearfield beamforming problem with 
a single parameter to focus the beamformer to a desired 
operating radius and a set of modal coefficients to con- 
trol the angular response. As a consequence, the adaptive 
beamfonner has a frequency invariant response for nearfield 
sources, decorrelates coherent interferers (thus combating 
signal cancellation) and has a smaller number of parame- 
ters to be adapted compared to a conventional beamformer. 
A simulation example is presented to demonstrate the use 
of the proposed method in microphone array applications in 
speech acquisition systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, there has been a growing interest in using micro- 
phone arrays in speech acquisition systems such as telecon- 
ferencing, hands-free mobile telephones in cars and hearing 
aids. For these applications the source of interest is located 
in the nearfield of the array, and the bandwidth required 
spans several octaves. Thus the array needs to not only op- 
erate over a wide band of frequencies, but also needs to cope 
with nearfield sources. It should also be capable of reject- 
ing signals from undesirable sound sources, such as other 
talkers and reverberation noise. In this paper, we describe a 
nearfield broadband adaptive beamformer which addresses 
the above requirements. 

Conventional adaptive beamformers such as the Frost 
beamformer [l] are found to be effective in the presence of 
strong interferers as long as the interferers are uncorrelated 
with the desired source and the assumption of plane wave 
propagation is met. In some cases, due to coherent interfer- 
ence, the conventional beamformers fail as a result of can- 
cellation of the desired signal. This problem arises in speech 
acquisition using a microphone array, where the correlated 
interference is due to the reflections of the desired signal 
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[2]. Remedies have been proposed to reduce the effect of 
signal cancellation due to correlated interference by spec- 
tral averaging [2, 31. However these works assume farfield 
sources. 

Most of the work on adaptive microphone array systems 
in the literature either assumes plane wave propagation [4] 
or fails to address the issue of coherent interference [5 ] .  In 
this paper, a nearfield adaptive beamformer is proposed to 
combat the signal cancellation due to correlated interference 
by extending and exploiting our earlier results [6]. 

2. NEARFIELD BEAMFORMING 

Several methods of nearfield beamforming have been pro- 
posed recently [6,7, 81. Here we outline a method that per- 
mits an efficient parameterization which is well suited for 
nearfield broadband adaptive beamforming [6]. 

2.1. Nearfield Modal Analysis 

Consider a theoretical continuous linear sensor aligned to 
the z axis with an aperture illumination function prl  (2, f ) ,  
where x is the distance to a point in the sensor from the sen- 
sor origin and f is the frequency of operation. Also assume 
that this sensor can be focused to a radial distance TI  from 
the sensor origin to give a desired frequency invariant an- 
gular response over the design bandwidth to sources at that 
distance. Thus the sensor spatial response to a source at an 
angle 0 and distance r from the array origin is given by 

where i = a, c is the propagation speed of sound and 
d(r,  x, 0 )  = d z z  + r2 - 2rz cos0 is the distance from the 
source to a point x in the sensor. The beampattern (1) can be 
expressed using modes of the solution to the wave equation 
[611 
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when the aperture function is explicitly given by 

where on are the modal coefficients, R n ( T ,  f )  E 
inhi2) ($fr), Pn (.) are the Legendre functions, and j n  (.) 
and hi2)( . )  are the so called Spherical Bessel and Han- 
kel functions of second kind respectively. Note that when 
T = vl, beampattern (2) is frequency invariant and given by 

brl ( ~ i , o ,  f) = Pnpn(cos e ) ,  ye, v ~ i ,  vf. (4) 

Theoretically, to have any arbitrary frequency invariant 
beampattern over all frequencies, an infinite number of 
modes N and an infinitely long sensor are needed. However 
it was shown in [6] that a reasonable beampattern specifi- 
cation over a frequency band consisting of a few octaves, 
can be realized using a finite number of modes with a finite 
length sensor. 

N 

n=O 

2.2. Discrete Array Structure 

Consider the output frequency response of the continu- 
ous sensor prI.  ( I ,  f) for an arbitrary signal having Fourier 
Transform z ( z ,  f), impinging on the array at position 2: 

i ~ ( f )  = 1 P r l ( 2 ,  f)z(z, f)d+. (5) 

We use the Trapezoidal rule to approximate (5) by 
Q 

q=- Q 
6 ~ )  w gqPrr (zq, f ) Z ( z q r  f), (6) 

where { I ~ } $ - ~  is a set of non-uniform discrete sensor lo- 
cations (guidelines to choose these locations are given in 
[6]) and gq is the spatial weighting term. By combining (3) 
and (6) we write the output of the discrete array beamformer 

andz(f) = [ ~ ( z - ~ , f ) , . . -  , z ( z ~ , f ) ] *  representsthear- 
ray data. The importance of this formulation is that the 
discrete array beamformer (8) can be focused to any radius 
T I  to give a frequency invariant response at that radius and 
there is a single set of modal coefficients b which defines 
the spatial response over the bandwidth of interest. Thus 
the number of adaptation parameters is equal to the num- 
ber of modes N + 1 used. This is much less than that of 
a conventional adaptive beamformer where the number of 
adaptation parameters are equal to the product of the num- 
ber of sensors and number of filter taps per each sensor. 

3. NEARFIELD BROADBAND MINIMUM 
VARIANCE BEAMFORMING 

The objective of broadband adaptive beamforming is to pre- 
serve a chosen frequency response for a desired signal arriv- 
ing from a given source while minimizing the contribution 
from interfering sources. This is often achieved by mini- 
mizing the beamformer output power while maintaining the 
chosen frequency response in the look direction. 

3.1. Data Model 

Consider V broadband signals impinging on a linear 
double-sided array of 2Q + 1 sensors from nearfield sources 
at ( T I ,  el), . . . , ( T V ,  0,) where r, is the distance to the vth 
source from the array origin and 8, is measured relative 
to the array axis. One of these signals is from the desired 
source at known location ( T I ,  el), and the remaining sig- 
nals are treated as interference. In this paper, we assume the 
desired source location is known exactly. 

The received signals are discretized at each sensor and 
the resulting may data is divided into blocks of J sam- 
ples, and Discrete Fourier transformed to produce M _< J 
narrowband frequency bins within the design bandwidth 
f E [ f ~ ,  fu], where f~ and fu are the lower and upper 
frequencies of the design bandwidth respectively. The array 
data in the mth frequency bin is 

V 

~ ( f m )  = C a r v ( e v ; f m ) s v ( f m )  +n(frn), (10) 
v = l  

where s, (.) is the signal emitted from the vth source, n( .) 
is the uncorrelated noise data and 

e - i % - f d ( r , ~ - g , 8 )  , - i + f d ( r , z Q , e )  

IT. . . .  
f) = d ( r ,  z-0, e)  ' ' d(T, "Q,O)  

(1 1) 

3.2. Minimum Variance Beamforming 

We now apply the beamforming structure based on modal 
expansion (8) to the received data (lo), giving the beam- 
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former output 

in the mth frequency bin. The expected averaged output 
power of the beamformer over all frequency bins is 

where 

- m=l  

is the frequency averaged data covariance matrix. The 
objective here is to find the modal coefficient vector b 
that minimizes the interference power while passing signals 
from the desired location ( T I ,  01) with unity gain for all fre- 
quencies within the design band. This is formulated as 

rninbHRb 
(16) 

subject to DHb = l ~ ~ ,  

where D = [Crl (fi)ar1(Qi; f i ) ,  . . . , Crl (fM1)arl (01; 
f ~ ~ ) ]  is the constraint matrix. Theoretically, a single con- 
straint at the midband frequency should be sufficient. How- 
ever the may beamformer is only an approximation of the 
frequency invariant theoretical continuous sensor, thus a 
small number M i  of constraints are needed across the fre- 
quency band of interest to guarantee a frequency invariant 
response [2]. 

Equation (16) is a well known constrained LMS problem 
and its optimum solution is given by [ 13 

b 

bopt = R-lDIDHR-lD]-l l~l .  (17) 

Using (1) and (2) we can write the output of the continu- 
ous sensor (5) for the same signal environment described in 
section 3.1 as 

where yn (f) is the output due to sensor noise. Since the 
discrete array beamformer (12) is an approximation of the 
continuous sensor, it can be approximated using (1 8) as 

T = [diag[Po(cos e l ) ,  . . . , PN(COS el)], . . . , diag[Po(cos 
ev), . . . , PN(COS SV)]] and s(f) = [sl(f), . . . , s v ( f ) I T .  

To show the effects of frequency averaging in (15), we 
form an alternative expression for frequency average corre- 
lation matrix using (19) as 

(20) 

where R, = U(fm)Rs(fm)UH(fm), % = 
j E",,, Cr1 ( f m ) E { n ( f m ) n X ( f m ) } C ~ ( f m )  and Rs = 
E{s(fm)sX(fm)}. Observe that the frequency averaging 
preserves the directional information of all sources which 
are stored in matrix T and uses radial information in U(fm) 
to reduce any signal correlation present in R, (fm) by form- 
ing the weighted frequency average source correlation ma- 
trix R, . 

R = T R , T ~  + ii,, 

1 

4. ADAPTIVE NEARFIELD BEAMFORMING 

The constrained minimization problem (16) is in the same 
form as that considered by Frost [I] where he optimized the 
may weights whereas we have optimized the modal coeffi- 
cients. In our case, we use Frost's gradient-based algorithm, 
which converges in the mean to the optimum solution (17), 
to adapt the modal coefficients. 

In  summary, the algorithm for our case is given by 

b(k + 1) = P[b(lc) - pRb(k)] + F (21) 

where b(k) is the set of modal coefficients at the kth itera- 
tion, F = D ( D H D ) - l l ~ l ,  the ( N  + 1) x ( N  + 1) matrix 
P = I - D(DHD)-'DH, the initial value of modal coef- 
ficients b(0) = F, 

l J  
R = - C(T,  fm)Z(fm)ZH(fm)CH(P,  f m )  (22) 

m=l 
J 

is an ( N +  1) x ( N +  1) matrix used to estimate R for the kth 
iteration, and p is the adaptive step size parameter which 
controls the convergence characteristics of the algorithm. 
As noted by Frost, 1.1 is chosen such that 0 < p < l/umox, 
where cmax is the largest eigenvalue of P-. 

5. EXAMPLES 

We now present an example to show the performance of 
the adaptive array in a signal environment which consists of 
nearfield sound sources and reverberation noise. 

The design is suitable for speech with a design bandwidth 
of 600 - 3000Hz and the maximum mode index N = 11 is 
used. According to [6], we determine the number of sensors 
needed and their location to meet the above bandwidth and 
mode specification. The resulting nonlinear double sided 
may has total of 39 sensors with aperture length of 2.6m. 
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Figure 1 : Spatial response of the adapted beamformer at 5m 
from the array origin at 26 frequencies within the design 
band of 500 - 3000H~. 

The signal environment consisted of a desired source and 
two uncorrelated interference sources, all 5m away from the 
array origin, with flat frequency spectra over the bandwidth 
of interest. The desired signal was at 80°, the first inter- 
ferer was at 130’ and 10 times stronger than the desired sig- 
nal, and the other interferer was at 60’ with the same power 
as the desired source. White Gaussian noise, uncorrelated 
from sensor to sensor, was modelled at the input of each 
sensor such that the S N R  of the desired signal at the ori- 
gin is OdB. The received array data z ( fm)  was constructed 
for 26 frequency bins uniformly spaced within the desired 
bandwidth, and the adaptive algorithm was used to find the 
modal coefficients with M I  = 3 frequency constraints. The 
adaptation step size p = 1 x was used. Figure 1 shows 
the beampatterns at r = 5m produced by the adapted modal 
coefficients after 4000 data samples. Observe that the beam- 
pattern has nulls in the directions of interferers and exhibits 
little variation with frequency at the focussed radius. 

Next we consider the performance of the adaptive beam- 
former in a reverberant rectangular room (7m x 10m) with 
reflection coefficient of 0.8 (the array is aligned to the 7m 
long wall). We used the image-source method to calculate 
the positions of images (up to the 10th order) of 3 sound 
sources due to 4 vertical walls. The adapted beampatterns 
after 4000 data samples are given in Figure 2. Note that, 
even with the highly correlated reflected signals, the beam- 
former is able maintain a unity gain in the desired direction 
and attenuates the other two interference sources while pre- 
serving its frequency invariant behaviour at the focused ra- 
dius in the nearfield. Unsurprisingly, the performance is not 
quite as good as in Figure 1.  
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Figure 2: Spatial response of the adapted beamformer at 5m 
from the array origin at 26 frequencies within the design 
band with the effects of reverberation. 
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